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First and foremost English is my second language and I apologize for the wrong grammar or wrong spelling, anyway I am writing because I have a theory about COVID-19 Virus. Actually it's not theory but a fact. We're receiving different kinds of information about COVID-19 and how to prevent it from spreading. We know that the symptoms will not show right, so if a person that got infected and don't know it yet and used or touched key pad at the gas station or the ATM's or my be pay the grocery and used ATM card, and all this been touch by the infected person w/out gloves and it's a fact you will get the COVID-19 Virus. At SPAX Quen tin reception, a stuff member going in and out in our unit w/out gloves. Like the councilor or the main tinance guy and we my not know if they're infected or not, because it takes 14 days before the will show. The councilor giving us that pen to sign a paper, can transfer the virus. Because COVID-19 Virus can stay or live on hard plastic like the pen for 3 days. Who would thought simple as a pen can transfer COVID-19 Virus. Know I truly believe that the pen is mightier than the sword. Another fact also is if the infected person go to the grocery
AND GRAB A TRAY OF EGG FROM THE SHEAVES AND CHECK IT OR OPEN IT FOR BROKEN OR MISSING EGG AND IF SOMETHING WRONG / THAT TRAY THIS PERSON WITH THE VIRUS WILL PUT IT BACK AND GRAB DIFFERENT TRAY FROM THE SHEAVES AND THE NEXT CUSTOMER WILL TOUCH THAT TRAY / THE VIRUS FROM THE SHEAVES AND BY JUST TOUCHING THAT TRAY YOU WILL BE INFECTED BY THE VIRUS, BECAUSE COVID-19 VIRUS CAN STAY OR LIVE IN THAT CARDBOARD TRAY EGG FOR 24 HRS. LIKE PIZZA BOX OR CARDBOARD TRAY OR CUPS HOLDER AT THE DRIVE THRU, AND ALSO A FACT IF THE INFECTED PERSON S/VIRUS TOUCH ANY PLASTIC CONTAINER AT THE GROCERY LIKE THE SHAMPOO BOTTLE OR LIQUID LAUNDRY SOAP CONTAINER, THE VIRUS WILL STAY OR LIVE ON PLASTIC CONTAINER FOR "3 DAYS" THAT'S WHY THE COVID-19 VIRUS WILL NOT ONLY TRANSFER FROM PERSON TO PERSON BUT ALSO FROM THE ITEM THAT I MENTION, THAT'S WHY IS SO DEADLY AND DANGEROUS. PLEASE TELL EVERYONE TO WEAR GLOVES ALL THE TIME, SHARE THIS INFORMATION AND FACTS. THANKS
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